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if you did opt for a more expensive piece of furniture, specifically the tracfone
2 piece sleeper bench, and you wanna control the movement of the monkey,
then so much the better. the tracfone bench offers a mono-spindle that goes
through both the cheeks of the saddle, so the whole thing moves smoothly.
this doesnt control the thrusting (and i will admit that i do prefer it for that as i
dont like anything controlling my thrusting like that), but it gives you a fuller
experience, and it also makes the monkey easier to adjust, and repair, since
you can easily unscrew the whole thing to access the guts of the monkey. ok.
so theres five options, but if youre looking for more than just a switch-plate
monkey rocker, then most of them can be had for a little less. with that in
mind, lets take a look at some of them now. while you may not be able to get
someone to come up with a design for you, you can find a virtually endless
supply of plans for the monkey rocker online. wikihow is a great example of
what people have done with the plans. their plans basically include a link for
the pdf downloads and a description of how to make your own monkey rocker.
easy even for a junior woodworker. the costof the plans doesnt really matter
too much because you can just find someone else to do it for you. the plans
are usually well-researched, with useful diagrams and discussions. probably
the best example of what you can find online are the plans on the geographic
site . heres the link: http://britishgeographic.com/forums/forums/building-dolls-
and-dildo-monkey-rocker.html
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The next thing to do is to measure out the length of the slats. The one thing
that almost every DIY design has in common is that it involves placing a board
over the rocker and marking it. The simple 2-1/2”x4” boards seem to be the

most common because they’re about the right width and tall to cover the
slats. Draw a line for the slats on the board and then, using the template, mark

your slats on the board. Once that’s complete, it’s time to take your monkey
design concept to your next level. If you’ve never actually built your first DIY
rocker before, you’ll have a much easier time if you get someone else to help

you with it. There are a lot of tutorials online if you just google “monkey
rocker.” Even though they’re online theyre usually in a different language from
your own, so when you try to translate it to your own language, youll have to
figure out if there are any simple phrases or not. If you dont understand, its

best to just go with it – you can always take it apart later if it doesnt work out.
After you’ve built your first DIY rocker, you’ll have a much better idea of what
you want to build the next one. If you start with a good design, youll want to

take the next design and make it even better, and then even better again. It’s
an evolution of the design – where in the first design you can figure out what
will work and what wont, the next design will be even better than that, etc.
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etc. – sort of like a child’s growth. The toughest part of building any DIY rocker,
though, is the actual assembly of the rocker. Since each DIY rocker is

customizable, it’s important to include the measurements for each component
for building your custom rocker. That way, you can go to an industrial supplier

and buy the components you need, meaning you can have your rocker
completely built in a matter of hours instead of weeks and months.
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